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Student smashes record
Ouch! Wooley busts six bricks with head for charity

.{

•

by Leslie Jorgensen
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

..

UCF student Daniel Wooley
broke .a world record Friday
night when he ('rushed more
cement bricks with a head
break than anyone has ever
officially done.
Though he believed the record to have been 10 bricks, it
was later found to be four.
Wooley has now set the record
at six bricks.
He set a second record when
he suspended himself over
nine wooden spikes and set
three 16 pound bricks on his

stomach .
These were split with a
sledge hammer.
The event was held in order
to raise money for Muscular

''I'd like to see
people challenge
this record ... "
-Daniel Wooley
UCF student
Dystrophy and the homeless.
According to Jim Eaton, manager of Boomer's lounge,

$187.00 was raised for charity.
Wooley also hoped to raise
interest in the UCF Judo class
which he helps teach along
with his coach, Betty Stam.
According to Stam, breaking bricks is "not a Judo technique. Itis strictly Jujitsu. We
don't do this."
Wooley said that Jujitsu is
the ancient Samurai art of
combat fighting. Judo is derived from that.
After the exhibition, Wooley
said "I'd like to see people
challenge this record to keep
up the standard. But if they
break it, all the money has to
go to charity."

Ngan "Sonny" Nguyen/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Daniel Wooley uses his head to raise money for charity.

Faculty supports student union
place where the cafeteria and bookstore were
located, and where the student organization
CENTRAL FLORIDA FVTURE
was housed, and said students could get movie
tickets and information there.
He added,"And rve always thought this was
The faculty senate on Thursday voted unani- normal until I came to UCF. We have in the
mously to pass a resolution making a student center an administration building, with a nice
fountain in front of it."
union a top priori y.
He continued, "All the other buildings, pracThis, in effect, means the faculty senate will
support Student Government when it lobbies tically all of them that are around the administration building, have to do with doing your
the state Legislature concerning the project.
Student Government President Roy Reid classwork. .. after which you go home because
said, "First we want to create some awareness there ain't really much else you can do on this
with the student body on campus and also with campus."
Barsch queried, "Do we want to perpetuate
the alumni, and some more with the faculty,
and then eventually the state Legisla- the image of a credit mill, where people just
come to do their courses and then walk off!"
ture."
He said, "We can add track facilities and
The unanimous vote came after a short
bantering of arguments both for and against classroom buildings and portable classroom
buildings and research parks until we grow
the idea.
Dr. Karl-Heinrich Barsch, the faculty mem- from here to Bithlo, but this still will ·n ot give
ber who presented the resolution, said that the university a heart, it will not give it a center,
every university that he had ever been to had it will make us even more fragmented if anybad some kind of a student union, usually thing."
Worries about the issue included whether
located in the center of campus, that was kind of
the center of campus life.
SEE SENATE PAGE 3
He said that often the student union was a

by Somantho J. Griffin

Ngan "Sonny• Nguyen/CENTAAI. FLORIDA FUTURE

MISS UCF
Cynthia Moore danced her way to the title of Miss UCF 1988.
She will now compete in the Miss Florida Pageant.

Band to play tunes in Switzerland
by Doris Pfister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland is the destination of the UCF
Jazz Lab.
John C. Whitney, the director of the
band, explained that the 19-piece ensemble received an invitation in September to perform at the Swiss festival
in July.
The Jazz Lab will tour Europe for 16

days. This will include performances at
the Grand Parade Du Jazz in Nice,
France and at the famed North Sea
Jazz Festival in Holland.
The cost of the trip for the ensemble
is approximately $40,000. This figure
includes $2,000 for each student. An
extra plane ticket bad to be purchased
to accommodate the string base which
would not fit in the baggage compartment.
Angle Hyde/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SEE JAZZ PAGE 4

Members of the UCF Jazz Band rehearse for their trip.
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This summer may be your last chance to
graduate from college with a degree and an
officer's commission. Sign up for ROTCS
six-week Basic Camp now. See your
Professor of Military Science for details.
But hurry. The time is short.
The space is limited. The heat is on.

Leadership Excellence Starts Here!

•

•
•

-·

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Enrollment Office:
Humanities And Fine Arts Building
Room 209 I Teleph~ne.: 275."72430 ·
.

'

•
•

•
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•

• SAFE RIDE HOME
Safe Ride Horne cards are
still on sale at the Kiosk for $5.
Remember, your problem need
not be alcohol related. Any
time you need a safe ride, we'll
be there.

•

•

•

NOTE THESE DATES
The 1988 Spring withdrawal deadline will be February 26th and Touchtone registration for the Summer term
will begin April 11th. Your appointment for registration
time will be on your Trail and
Advisement schedule.
•

SK RUN
The 4th Annual "Run for
Literacy" will be held at 8:00
a.m. on Saturday, February
27. The race will be held at the
Stouffer Orlando Resort and
the race will be followed by a
complementary continental

breakfast and an awards ceremony with giveaways incltiding vacation packages. There
also will be a dinner dance at
6:30 p.m. on Friday, February
26, at the Stouffer Orlando
Resort. Sponsored by the Literacy Volunteers ofAmerica in
Central Florida, the race attracts runners from all over
the country. Proceeds will go
to benefit the thousands in
Central Florida who are
unable to read or write.
• NEWSCLIPS
If your organization has an
announcement it would like to
see published in Newsclips,
just send us information
(typed, please) and label it in
large, bold lettering, "NEWSCLIPS."
Send your contributions to
News Editor, The Central
Florida Future, UCF, P.O. Box

25000, Orlando, FL, 32816.
Newsclips are run on a
space available basis. ·

•SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS
The UCF department of
Communicative · Disorders
encourages students to consider a career as a speech/language pathologist.
This year's survey by the
Florida Department of Education reports 250 unfilled positions in the state's public
schools.
Also, positions exist in the
health care and private practice sectors of the speech/language pathology and audiology professions.
D e rnand for new graduates is
growing more rapidly than
university programs can produce personnel.
Now is
the time to consider getting in
on a grow:ing healthcare pro-

fession. For more info call
x2121.

•

The Ghosts of Who We Were.
She will speak on Feb. 8 at
12 noon in the Board of Regents in the Administration
Building at UCF and later that
evening at the Orlando public
Library at 7 p.m. Both are free.

• POETRY READING

• CHINESE NOVELIST
The Department of English
and the Orlando Sentinel will
also be presenting Mainland
Chinese novelist Hualing Nieh
on Feb. 16 at 7 at the Orlando
Public Library and on Feb. 1 7
at 12 in the Board ofregents in
the Administration Building.
In Taiwan she taught at the
national Taiwan university
and now is the current director
of the International Writing
Program at the University of
Iowa. She has wrote 22 books,
including her latest novel, Far
Away a River, which has sold
200,000 copies

THEATRE OF THE DEAF
UCF will continue its public
colloquia series Feb.12 with a
lecture-demonstration by actors in the National Theater of
the Deaf.
The free 2 p.m. program in
UCFs Black Box Theater will
provide an informative look at
the concept and history of the
company, which was created
nearly 20 years ago.
The Department of English
at UCF and The Orlando Sentinel present a reading by
American poet Phyllis Thompson. Ms. Thompson is
authorofWhat the Land Gave,
The Serpent of the White Rose,
The Creation Frame, Artichoke and other Poems, and

•

SENATE

--

FROM PAGE 1
the project would compete against
academic facilities for funding, which it
would not.
Faculty Senate Chairman Rosie
Joels said that in no way would this
facility compete against such things as
libraries, classrooms, or administration.
Another problem posed was the idea

that parking is the number one issue
needing to be solved at present.
Dr. Lloyd W. Fernald, faculty member, said, "We can have this beautiful
building here for students and they
can't park."
It was pointed out that with any
government funding, adequate parking is figured in, so that if the building
had a capacity of 100 people, there
would have to be ample parking to
accommodate.
In addition, Reid said the fundingfor
the student union, called the Capital

Improvement Trust Fund, "is not a
parking money. This is a fee you pay in
your tuition." He said the fee is a little
over $3 per credit hour.
The state universities then send a
list of priorities to the Board of Regents, which then distributes the Capital Improvement Trust Fund money to
each university according to priority
and need.
It allocated approximately $9.5 million to UCF in 1985, approximately
$7 .5 million of which went to the field
house project already underway.

Buc.kle Up

Reid said another Capital Improvement Trust Fund allocation will not be
made until 1991, and then that is only
if the Board of Regents gets a $1 increase per credit hour that it is asking
for. He said, "This is why it's really not
feasible to go through Capital Improvement this time."
Reid said the $2.3 "grossly inadequate for UCFs needs." He said the
union is estimated at around $11 million, and that UCF will not begin the
project until it gets the extra funding.

Florida, It's The Law!

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

N_ame:
Roger L. Dube
Cabinet Position: Comptroller
Major:
Accounting
Class Status:
Senior
Office Number: SC 151, 275-2191
What are the needs or concerns of the Student Body?
The Student Body needs an environment that is beneficial for their scholarship and development. The environment can benefit the Student Body only
if it is tailored to their needs. With the financial resources available and input
from students, S~dent Government gives students the opportunity to customize their educational experience.

What are the responsibilities of your position ?
I am the chief financial officer of Student Government. Among my main duties, I produce needed financial statements
for the Student Senate and the Student Body President. I also serve as a liason between Student Government and other
organizations receiving funds from Activity and Service Fees.

Student Government... Students Serving Students.

4, The Central Florida Future, February2, 1988

JAZZ
FROM PAGE 1
To defray the cost of the trip
the Jazz Lab has been planning a few major fund-raising
projects.
The Jazz Lab has already
performed at Chris's House of
Beef with appearances by Jacqueline Jones, Mousy Alexander, and Ira Sullivan. This performance generated approximately $3,000 toward the
travel expenses.
As another fund raiser the
Jazz Lab sold Duke Ellington
stamped pins netting about
$600.
After the last football game
in the Citrus Bowl the band ·
cleaned the stadium which
added $1,000 to the funds.
In September the Jazz Lab
performed at the Central Florida Jazz Society.
The ensemble also recently
appeared at the Orlando Jazz
Fest and at the All-American
College Jazz Invitational at
EPCOT Center.
Several jazz artists, such as
Phil Woods and Toots Thielemans, have performed with

~~~~1

~7:~;if:§~~t~:~~ ' DRINK RESPONSlll'l ~. I

the band.
The band plans to play at
the Winter Park Art Festival
in March. A tentative date has
been lined up for the Jazz Lab
to perform at the Citrus Club
in April.
willfact
hear
about
Whitney said that there they
"The
that
we UCF."
can take
have also been individual do- an artistic product over there
nations made by "people who instead of a technological
have assisted the university in productshowsUCFsdiversity
many ways."
and is a nice stroke tor the
"I would personally like to university," added Whitney.
Whitney explained the sacexpress my thanks to Gene
McDowell for his help with our rifices that Jazz Lab members
must make. The students reproject,"said Whitney.
The Jazz Lab sponsored the ceive one hour of credit but
Miss UCFpageant last Friday. must put in four hours of reThe funds from this endeavor hearsal time every week. "This
will go toward paying the fees rehearsal time is not including
of guest artist J.J. Johnson, the hours students must pracjazz trombonist. This April 15 tice to better themselves," said
concert will be the Jazz Lab's Whitney.
The Jazz Lab also performs
final spring concert. Students
will be admitted free through about 30 times per year.
Fund raising efforts to date
PAC.
The Jazz Lab will also be total approximately $12,000;
performing at Townsend's $28,000 short of the $40,000
Plantation in Apopka every needed.
Wednesday in February. AdPersons interested in conmission to the performance is tributing to the Jazz Lab
$5 with all proceeds going to travel fund, or in accompanysponsor the students on the ing the Jazz Lab, should contact Whitney at the UCF Mutour.
Whitney expressed his de- sic Department.

lll lll lll lll

m.~:~pe.:i·~~:e :r~o~ ~.
,
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MAIN STREET
ELECTRICAL PARADE
)~

AUDITIONS t:?

Walt Disney World Co. has positions
available for the Main Street Electrical
Parade during the Easter and summer
season.
Auditions will be held at the Orlando
'Expo Centre on Saturday, February 6, 1988,
at 9:00 a.m. Applicants must be at least 16
years of age and be physically fit. They
should wear casual attire and comfortable
shoes that allow freedom of movement. No
previous musical or acting experience is
necessary; however, Marching Band and
drill team experience are excellent preparation for parade positions. Bring your Social
Security card, verification of age and a
smile I
If you need further information, please
call 345-5701 from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m., Monday through Friday.

Real You!

351mn
~®O®tr

Al02
Intro. to The Short Story

Prints ·
and Slides
from the
same roll
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same
film-with the same microfine
grain and rich color saturation Hollywood's top studios demand.
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect
for everyday shots. You can capture
special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light- at up to 1200
ASA What's more, it's economical.
And remember, Seattle FilmWorks
lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!
0

1986SFW

---------------

:. PREE Intmductory Offer I
1 D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of
I
~o~k MP film for my 35mm camera.
I d like a 2-roll starter pack including
Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed
is $2 for postage and handling.

1009'6 Satisfaction Guaranteed
NAME

•

When arla t ld m that m dat
wa a little h rt I th ught he \ a
talking dollar and c nt n t fc ct and
inche . o there I wa at the d or in
my spiked he l staring at the top f
my dates head .
All I could think wa h w do I
get my elf ut of thi ? I ould imagine
how my leg w uld ache ifl had to walk
around with my kne
nt all evening.
o to tall fc r time, while figu ring
out how to fake malaria I made u
ome Double Dutch Chocolate.
When I brought it into the living
room I discovered that Gary wa
a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man
after my own heart. Okay, I decided Hi give him a chance. o we
sat down and saw each oth r faceto-face for the first time. He had a
nice smile.
After some small talk- I mean
conversation-I discovered that we
both love Updike, hate the winter
weather, and both have miniature schnauzers. So, we made
a date to introduce Shadow
and Schatzi next week.

•

I
I
I

I
I
I·
I
I

---------·

ADDRESS
I
OTY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ II
SfATE

ZlP _ _ _ _

•

I

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks CODE :
500 3rd Ave. W.
P.O. Box34056
Seattle, WA 98124

1
I
I
K..J>k. ~Z47 .1nJ H94 ·"< rrnJ<m;rk• 11( E.urm•n KnJ.,k Co. S.'rtl< I

a.:1lmW1trkt 11 wh,11ly :s.cp.1,.,.tc from 1hc manu(;i.:rurcr. ruit:rss E.CN. fl.

----------------

General Foods®International Ceffees.
Share the feeling.
·

Qj
GENERAL
FOODS

© 1986 General Foods Corp.

"
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Administration has plan to ·fix parking woes
by Jeannene Burnham
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Future students and faculty
of UCF may not have to face
the parking and traffic problems that current students are
facing. According to Vice
President of Administration &
Finance, Dr. John Bolte, "a
proposal to expand parking
spaces at UCF has been presented to Dr. Trevor Colbourn."
The proposal was compiled
by Dr. Scott Leftwich, a civil
engineer and faculty member.
A study recently completed
for the university reads, "the
best way for UCF to get traffic
under control over the next
five years is to provide 3,600

more parking spaces, coordinated with a mass transit system on campus."
These spaces however, will
not be provided without the
funding of the proposed Fieldhouse, which will have some
4,000 paved parking spaces.
It has not been decided
where the Fieldhouse will be
built, however ifit's completed
Leftwich has presented the
plan to coordinate the Fieldhouse with a mass transit system.
The system will move
people from their cars to their
classes.
The report envisions a fleet
of 15 passenger vans picking
up students who live in apartments near the campus and
depositing them near the

cars at home and ride the bus
vans. This proposed system
\\The best way for would also serve as a relief
UCF to get traffic towards the amount of traffic
Alafaya Trial.
under control... is to on The
motive for the mass
provide 3,600 more transportation recommendation is the 3,000-space parking
parking spaces."
shortage that will grow to a
3,600
space shortage by 1990,
-UCF student if no parking
is added.
"I think the mass transit
system is a unique idea," Bolte
Administration Building said. "Many ideas have been
where tram trains would presented in the past, but
shuttle up to 65 passengers to nothing quite like this."
The only problem with the
classrooms scattered over the
plan will be a,cquiringfunding,
campus.
Surveys conducted by stu- Bolte added.
A recent report shows an
dents helping Leftwich indicate 69 percent of students expected cost of vans is
living in off-campus apart- $10,000 along with 65 passenments would like to leave their ger trams budgeted at

$70,000. The plan calls for
buying four vans and one
shuttle at a cost of$110,000 in
1988. The projected system income is $286,000 for that year.
Four more vans and one
shuttle would follow in 1989,
while the system revenue grew
to $293,120. Expecting the
Fieldhouse and its parking to
be ready by 1990, Leftwich recommends buying two more
shuttles in 1990.
Dave LaTour, a 22 yr. old
Applied Math major, has done
a few studies on the development of UCF and its parking.
LaTour says, "At present I
don't think there is a major
problem, however at the rate
that Orlando and UCF are
growing, some major expansions will need to take place."

Watch those bikes-petty theft most common crime here
mately 7-10 bicycles were stolen in the past year.
"The
problem of stolen bikes is not that bad on this
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
campus because the police do a good job of patrolling
the area. There is a big problem at the apartment
complexes across the street where a large number of
One of UC F's most common crimes is petit theft. bikes have been stolen in a short period of time."
Captain James DePuy, deputy director of Public
Wolfe explained that the theft is an organized
Safety and Police, said that these thefts usually occur endeavor.
because people leave their cars unlocked with valu"The thieves will cut the locks will bolt cutters and
ables left on the seat or in clear sight.
load up 4 or 5 bikes in a van at one time." said Wolfe.
"Hot items are radar detectors left on the dash,"
"The number of bikes stolen at UCF is nowhere
said DePuy, who also explained that the best way to near the number stolen at UF or FSU," said Wolfe.
avoid being robbed is to "be aware of your surround- However, as UCF becomes more populated more
ings."
bikes will be stolen.
Several bicycles have also been taken; but, accordWolfe suggests having the bicycles engraved. This
ing to DePuy, "This is common on any university becomes a permanent source of identification if the
campus."
stolen bike is recovered. The owner's drivers license
Richard Wolfe, Bikewiser, said that approxi- is engraved; and, thus, the bike can be traced to the
by Doris Pfister

owner no matter where the bike was recovered.
Another protective measure concerning bike theft
is having the bicycle registered with the UCF Parking and Safety office. A registration sticker is issued
free of charge; and, according to Wolfe, "Just seeing
the registration sticker might deter the thief and if it
works once it was worth it."
UCF has the lowest assault rate in the country,
and DePuy greatly attributes this to the Student
Escort Patrol Service (SEPS) initiated in 1983.
DePuy explained that another reason for the low
assault rate at UCF is that the university is not
located in a metropolitan area such as New York City.

"As the population grows, we see an increase in
more violent crimes. UCF has been very fortunate in
the area of sexual assault. There were no reported
cases in '86," said DePuy.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE

UCF GOSPEL CHOIR
AND THE
PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES COUNCI.L
PRESENTS

To

TAMBOURINES

GLORY

BY LANGSTON HUGHES

FEB.

3,4,5,6 AT 8:00 PM
AND

FEB 7TH AT

2:00 PM

T HEATRE AUDI TORIUM
COST$6
. PAC 18 FUNDED TH OUGHT THE Ac;.;.IVITIES AND SERVICES F EES, AS ALLOCATED BY THE STUDENT GOV E RNMENT OF THE UNIV E RS ITY OP' C E NTRAL FWlllDA.
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No college ·means hard times
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The 20 million young people
who don't attend college face
tougher times than past noncollege grads because offundamental changes in the economy, a commission of educators and business leaders reported Jan. 20.
In the first comprehensive
study of "non-college youth"
who make up about half the
nation's 16-to-24 year olds, the
group, funded by the William
T. Grant commission, found
there are fewer good jobs
around that don't require college degrees.
People without degrees, the

commission ~dded, will have
to "scramble for unsteady,
part-time, low-paying jobs."
The commission said about
1. 7 million manufacturing
jobs, which tend to pay twice as
much as the retail and service
positions that are replacing
them in the massive shift of
the U.S. economy, disappeared between 1979 and
1985.
"The plight of the 'forgotten
half,' never easy, has become
alarming.
This nation may face a future divided not along the lines
of race or geography, but
rather of education," the
commission reports.
"I don't think the country
has any realization of what

these kids are up against," said
former United States Commissioner of Education Harold
Howe II, who led the group.
"They are really floundering."
The commission called for a
$5 billion annual increase in
federal spending for job training and remedial education
programs.
The number of Americans
who go on to college, according
to the Census Bureau, has
quadrupled since 1940.
In an October, 1987, report
the Census Bureau also concluded that students who
graduate from college can expect to earn $672 a month
more than those who attend
college but don't earn a degree.

Join individuals and organizations
who are helping nearly one
million people with their tax
returns. The people being helped
are low-income, elderly,
handicapped or have difficulry
with English. T he IRS will rrain
you. The progran:i is called VITA
Volunteer Income Tax Assista nce.
For good reason . Because if it was more top of mind, more people wou ld
know i t's one o f this counrry's top kilJers.
For details, call the nearest IRS
And more importantly, more people would k now i t's 90% curable if
office listed in your local telephom
treated in its earliest stages.
directory.
I f you're over 40, you 're at r isk . ee your doctor and reque ta colorectal
can cer checkup. Do i t now.
We know it's not the first thing on your
m i nd. We just don't wane it to be the lase.
. AMERICAN
Learn more. Contact the American Cancer
LJll \~
Cl'.'J«:Bl
Society for a free brochure::.
LOUlCI
SOCIE1Y

+
~

Need insurance for your
horn~'-· car, life, boat or RV?
/.r~

j

~

. ._ e..........,
v ...11~e

\'- "o~a-

~ ~A e19\e·
\

Call us!

~e

.·

We have the right coverage
for all your needs.

Jean Huber
Jacqueline Bailey
89 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(305) 366-1189

Allstate®

Allstate Inauranee Company
Allltat.e Life Insurance Company
Northbrook. ID.inois

• Recelve t 0% Ott with Student 1.0.
• Lunch & Dinner Speclals Dally
• Located 2 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

OPEN: 11-10 Mon.-Fri. & 2-10 Sat.-Sun.

365-5087

We're Here For You!!!

Student Government ...
Students Serving Students
If you any questions, suggestions or criticisms
about U.C.F. or Student Government, please feel
free to call Student Government at 275-2191, and
we will help you in any way we ari able. Take
advantage of this chance to voice your
opinons ... because we're here for you!!

•
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VERN'S ~~,,!Y:~B.,
•
•
•
•

1 Mile south of University on Goldenrod Rd.
$2.00 Pitcher 1-4 PM Mon.-Fri. with student I.D.
Free Buffet Saturday at 5:30 PM
Ladies.Night - Tuesday ladies drink free after 9:00 PM
with student I.D.
• Pool tables ... Monday night tournament - Big screen T.V.,
Subs & Shuffleboard
• We sell lottery tickets
• Sponsor of the UCF Rugby Club

·PanaIDa Jack
SUN TAN PRODUCTS

·,

Work poolside at some of Central Florida's finest resort
hotels implementing activities programs and representing Panama Jack tanning products. We're looking for
energetic & outgoing people that enjoy working in the
sun! For further info, call days: 345-8944; evenings
849-7871. Leave name & phone number.

The National Security Agency 1B
looking. We're 1n search of new profess1onal relationships with both Mr.
and Ms. Right. What we offer in return
1s a. unique career th.at may well be \he
answer to your personal desires.
What we offer is oerta1nly different. At
NBA. our threefold m1s81on is critical to
OU1' oountry's aeour1ty. We process fore1gn
int.ell1gence 1nforme.t1on. We sa.!eguard
our government's communioat1ons. And
we secure our nation's comput.er syst.ems.
A mission of that proportion requ1res a.
diverse range of lea.ding technology and
ta.lent.ad professionals.
Currently, NBA is sea.robing for Ma.thema.tic1&ns, Computer Scientists, Language
SpeciaJ.1sta and Electronic Engineers.
Our JlaUlemat;lciana work with applied
and pure ma.th. They a.pply-a.nd crea.tea. host of advanced concepts from Galois
theory and combinatorics to probability
theory and a.strodyna.mics.
Computer Sclentlab discover a variety
of projects and technology that is virtually unparalleled. We use literally a.eras
of computers, including hardware from
every major manufacturer. Applications
include everything from communcia.tions
software to a.rtificia.1 intell.1gence.
Language Speclallal11n Slavic, Near
Ea.st, and Asian languages contribute to
our mission in ma.ny ways. NBA linguists
tackle the challenges of translation,
transcription a.nd analysis. They use both
their language skills and their knowledge
of world events.

meouoDio ~n also find 8. Va.st

array of speo1alt1es from Signal Procese•ng
an4 CAD/ CAM to Speeoh Process1ng and
Computer Seourtty.

'ftle m1ss1on is v1ti8l, the V&1'1etJ' st.egget1RI.. - .
-And the benefits &lie &1so 1mprees1Te. OW' ·
employees enjoy competitive oompens&tion plus the ma.ny ad.van.ta.see of the
Baltimore-Washington area..
If you're in sea.roh of a meaningful
-ca.rear with variety and distinction, look
to NBA. Schedule an interview through
your College Placement Office. Or Write to
ue a.t the address below.

NSA will be on campus Feb. 25th
interviewing graduating seniors for
Engineering, Computer Science and
Math positions.

Center offers wide iange
of services for students
by Crickett Drake
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Counseling and Testing
Center, located above the Recreational Services office is the
only mental health facility on
campus.
The center is in charge of
administrating major tests.
This is the center in charge
of the CLAST test and the
various graduate studies
tests, such as the GRE and
LSAT.
Students can register for
these tests by mail or with the
center, but the faculty of the
center arranges and administers the tests.
The counselors also have
the option of using personality-type tests. These tests can
reflect on students' likes and
dislikes as relating to career
choices.
In addition to this function,
the counseling and testing
center also provides counseling for students.
Dr. Robert Harmon is the
director of the center and is
well known in the professional
world of psychology.
Harmon commented that
"the center adheres to a wide
range of counseling needs."
The available counselors consult with students on any various personal issues within
their own life, as well as dealing with the stress encowitered as a student.
The counseling and testing
center has six full-time counFour of
selors on the staff.
the six have their doctorate
degree with two of them being
licensed psychologists in the
State of Florida. The staff
members are very active in
various organizations and activities, such as seminars and
workshops in the field of psychology.
Harmon reflected that
"their involvement keeps the
staff current and up-to-date"
on any new techniques in ideas
in counseling.
The staff members do take
part in various workshops and
seminars to adhere to the requiremen t of continuing their
education, but the staff also
takes part in leading and putting together workshops.
Harmon is internationally

known, having 25 articles
published and a book in the
works, hopefully to be out this
year. His special interest lies
in group therapy.
Next is Pete Fisher, the _
associate director of the center. Fisher is vecy-active in the
professional field.
Here on
campus, he founded the Peer
A.dvisement
program.
Fisher's special interest is
hypnotherapy.
Dr. Dan Walton is also a
member of the counseling
staff. Walton's special interest
is in the area ofneurolinguistic
programming with clients.
Another member ofthe staff
is Dr. Don Eaker. Eaker is the
founder of the study structure
program here on campus. His
special interest lies in eating
disorders.
Continuing and bringing to
UCF her background in mental health counseling is Ms.
Debra Kusma. Kusma's special interest are in starting
groups working with the topics
of AIDS and adult children of
alcoholics CACOA).
The newest member to the
staff is Ellen Bolves. She is
currently acting as the administrator to the peer advisor
program, with her special interest being in hypnotherapy.
Harmon summed up his
staff as "impressive, diversified, and comfortable enough
with each other to get students
what help they need by referring them to each other."
The director also commented on the shortcomings of
the program. First of all, the
program needs a minority
counselor to work with the
special needs of this group of
students and to sensitize the
staff to these needs.
As always, the other problem lies in available space. If
the program could obtain more
space, it could take interns
from the psychology department here on campus, as well
as handle the needs of students in a crisis or on a walk-in
basis much easier.
Harmon concluded by saying that he likes to "work with
the college-age population
because they are energetic,
verbal, and have a better
chance of success with counseling." ·

America'$ envied
~ducation system
expose~ its stupidity
Across America, the doors are closing on foreign
students. Why? Because some universities think
~here are not enough Americans in the graduate programs. So they are restricting international students' access to such programs.
And this is downright stupid.
The colleges are concerned with not having enough
"American made" products in the graduate schools of
engineering, science and math. These speciality
areas are the crown jewels of the American educational program, something the whole world looks
toward as being the best.
Therefore, it is only natural that foreigners come.
to learn from the best. According to Time, 55.4 percent of last year's doctorates in engineering went to
candidates from overseas.
At Penn State, one of the more prestigious schools,
the number was 74 percent.These graduates from
foreign lands are, according to University ofWisconsin Dean John Wiley, "the top one percent of the
cream of the (foreign) crop."
Meanwhile, the large pool of potential Americans
who could advance to graduate school are rejecting
low-paying doctorate fellowships (averaging $10,000
to $12,000 a year) and grabbing jobs in the private
industry for $30,000-plus.
The foreign students would rather take the lower
pay and get the degree. Many objectors argue that the
education is wasted because the talent does not
remain in the states. The argument goes, "Why
educate those who aren't even going to stay?"
The answer is that more than half of the foreign
students remain in the United States, so the act of
brain drain doesn't occur.
But even that doesn't stop colleges from trying to
shut out those from foreign countries. The University
of Illinois' graduate engineering program has a 20
percent quota for foreign students.
California-Berkley Engineering Dean Karl Fister
has been under pressure from the state Legislature to
trim down the number of foreign students to 37
percent from 41 percent a year before.
The fact remains that this situation is ridiculous.
America is supposedly based on the ideas of freedom
of opportunity for all. Yet such is not the case with
graduate schools, which are trying to prohibit advancement on the basis of nationality. Just because
the graduate schools are running out of home grown
talent does not mean they can reject foreign talent to
hide the ina<;iequacies.
The purpose of a university is to educate students,
not discriminate against them. Doesn't everyone
have a right to education in America?
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A root beer for some guts
Oh, for just one brave soul.
For months now we've been reading letters at the
bottom of this page about football star Sylvester
Bembery and the now-established fact of his lessthan-admirable behavior in the cafeteria one evening
last semester. Some letters censure Sylvester. Others praise him and rebuke cafeteria manager Gary
Striker for being rude.
I really don't care who's to blame for Icefest '87. I
think it's a dead issue. But what irks me is the one
thing the many letters we received about the Bembery-Striker incident had in common. Each letter whether from a cafeteria worker, curious onlooker or
irate administrator - was accompanied by a small
note that read something like this: "Please withhold
my name from print. I wish to remain anonymous."
Now I can understand one or two people whose
positions would be seriously compromised if they
openly gave their opinion. But every letter we received about Sylvester Bembery - and we only
published some of them - asked for anonymity.
What gives, whimps? Are you afraid the football

team is going to hunt you down and use you as a
tackle dummy. Or maybe you're afraid SAGA will
cancel your meal card without a refund.
Apparently people don't realize that a steamy
letter overloaded with adjectives and heavy with condemnation that concludes with the phrase, "Na.me
withheld by request" has little credibility. About as
much credibility as Trevor Colbourn would have
standing before the student body and saying, "We
really are working on providing cheap, convenient
parking for students by next semester.
So a free six-pack of IBC goes to the first person
who has the guts to write a flaming letter to the editor
and print their name with it. Go ahead, don't
complain, accuse. Don't whine, make allegations. The
0-page needs some more life.

layed by approximately two so that I can pay back this money
months.
with interest?
However, that is all history. My
This letter has been written
Editor:
current problem involves what I with two purposes in mind: First,
I have been enrolled in classes have been told is an "over-award to make salient the problems inat UCF since Spring semester of situation." This involves Financial herent in the current financial aid
1985. Since that time, I have faced Aid somehow determining that the process. Second, to let all other
a number of problems with the Fi- GSL amount I have been awarded students facing the same probnancial Aid Office, including being is "too much" (how could they lems as I know that they are not
classified incorrectly, facing am- know?). Upon further investiga- alone. Dealing with all the other
biguous award determination, tion, I found that the Financial Aid problems of college is bad enough
and not even being listed as at- Office did not even bother to check (i.e. add-drop lines); we do not aptending UCF, to name a few.
with the Housing Department preciate financial aid troubles as
concerning
my living arrange- well.
The vast majority of these probments.
lems have stemmed from the processing float and administrative
If they had, they ·would have
James P. Bliss
red tape which characterizes UCF seen that I have lived on campus
Industrial Psychology
in general.
for over two years. This would have
corrected
the
original
mistake,
Indeed, having worked at three
locations on campus, I have and would have enabled me to
Letters to the Editor must be
learned to accept this as the order receive the full amount of my sectyped and include the author's
GSL
check
without
delay.
ond
of the day. However, other probsignature, major and phone
However,
as
it
is,
I
am
forced
to
lems must be attributed solely to
wait
(and
wait,
and
wait)
for
a
number. Letters are subject to
Financial Aid, such as somehow
in
check
which
should
have
been
editing and become the copynot entering the arrival of my Fall
righted property ofthe newspa'87 GSL check on their computer my hands on Jan. 4.
Is this a proper price to pay just per.
system, so that receipt was de-

•

• IS IT TOO MUCH TO ASK?
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"TRL ME> COMRAPE, WJH ME WE MAIO~G SUCH
A 816 PEAL OIJT OF THEIR STAR-WARS PlA~S?''
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You've seen the women of UCF.
now see the Cats of UCF . ·
In the new

Old Joke has b een at UCF since
1975, a tthough he has no tail,
this cat has ma ny stories t o t ell.

Living around the dorms. Lushy
w ill eat (or drink) anything p ut In
front of her.

The National Cancer Institute has recently
ranked the foil owing major factors as causes of
cancer in the United States:
PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

DIET
35%

281-5841

SMOKING
30%

* Ready to shape up your life? Attend one of the
following module presentations at the Health Resource Center and take part in UCF Fitness Week:
2/2 2-3PM
..__..,...____ FOOD ADDITIVES 1%
RADIATION 2°k

2/3

11- noon

2/4

2-3PM

POLLUTION 2%

...

FAMILY HISTORY 2°k

Conclusion? There may be no reason for you to get cancer, so why
not take steps to prevent it? For example, cleaning up your diet and
not smoking - there's 65% ; not getting too much sun and staying off
the alcohol - there's another 13%. And don't all of these activities
promote our lifestyles in other ways as well? Don't let cancer catch
up with you; check out your UCF Health Resource Center to keep
from "checking in" somewhere else later!
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The Health Resource Center and
Counseling & Testing have developed STRESSBUSTERS! to help
students win the battle against
stress. 1st meeting Tues. 2/2/88, 1
PM at the Health Resource Center;
call 281-5841. Topic: Introduction to
stress man.a gement.

GREEK 5 K CHALLENGE
Saturday, February 20th
9AM
Individuals, Teams
call 281-5841 for application
by DARIN BROWN
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A diet nch in cruc1ferous
vegetables such as cabbage,
broccoli, brussels sprouts and
cauliflower has protective
abilities against intestinal
•
• •
cancer. A- diet containing
.
d amounts ofb ran
increase
and fiber is also beneficial.
.
.
.
. Studies indicate that Vitamin C and Carotene have
protective qualities as well.
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Female 1o share 1 bdrm l bath pool 1 mile
from UCF 170/roo + 1/2 uttl call 380-2976
ask for Chris.
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King Size waterbed with headboard only
S225. Also. solid OAK BUNK Beds with Box
Springs and Mattresses only Sl 00. CaH 6584240

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available;
Catalog S2.00. Researchs l i~ Id~)
#206XT. Los Angeles 9002 · o ee
351-0222. Ext. 33. VISA/WC or coo.

19 Inch color lV. Ve!., It wor1csl $70. obo.

Scholarshlps/Gronts for college are avail-

·
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lXAlat J:30
at
game today

Socce<
4:00 agoiist Pikes. Every-

Calll>SS-0714.

-

'82 Pontiac 6CXXl.E. V6, 4dr. auto. air, PS/
PB/P tinted windows, am/fm/CCSS, xtro
clean. x Int condition. $4..600 firm. 322-

onecomeoutandshowyourSlgEpSplrlt.

Those playlng kick some bootlel Sig Ep
Rolders#l.
Tau Kappa Epslon
Remember pick out your proof for the
composite 1omorrow at the student cnt.
#211 from 1~2. Also. start saving those
cans for Greek Weeki GO TEKESlll

Dela Gamma
Don't torget-SUnday's meeting Is at 1:00
because of the Super Bowt. Congratulations 1o ATA sweetheart $t)eryl Wentz! And
congratulations to Pl Phi for next month's
ground breaking!
Pl Kappa Alpha .
Remember movie night at quad Wed.
Don't forget about chapter retreat on
Fdday and Saturday.
BMW SWeat Shirt on order contact Rob.

Carme1Par1<Vl8as-Spaclous2bdrmwlth
garageondlargescreenporch-beautl·
tuly appointed In quiet setting convenlent to UCF on Dean Rd. Between UM/erslty and Colonial. Come see us S525
month 657-4900. Open dcily.

4862

.

wooa.

For rent-2br/2bt home Alafaya
2
car Garage, Ser~ porch, washer &
dryer, celllng fan $550/month 281-2345'
after 4 M-F ask for Jeff

•

UCF Judo Club now formng beginning
classes M-W nights 7:00 - 8:30 MPR. 3 lnternattonolly ranked coaches. Call Louts 3317415 for more Info.

ACOA MEETS WEEKI..Y
Group counseling forfamly and friends o1
alcohoflcs at no charge. 1st meeting Is
Feb 3rd 3:00
Call 281-5841 for more Information.
Water-ski aub now forming
Membership open to all
For more Info cal Dave 277-9075.

GOVERN II/ENT HOMES from S1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Coll 1~5-687-<0.Xl Ext. GH-4628 for cu-rent repo list.

1984Honda CMc4 door~. cm/fm/ cass.
auto, geot condition. asking $4500. Coll
&119!./ wl<eds - 299-8515.

9405. Today!

Car f0< sole 79 Mercury Bobcat. Ru~. but
needs repair wori<. $400.00 more Info: Cal
658-6249.

-

A vailable: 9 salaried surrmer Internships
at timeshare resorts nationwide. Sponsored by lntematlonol Foundation for
Timesharing. Contact Toni VYlsney at the
S.T.RA.T.A. Club f()( details end cppllcatlon. 275-2188.

Alaska needa summet employeea Insider
detailed report on Cannery fT our1s1ry Send
$500 destine Alaska Box 231894 Anchor·
age, AJaska 99523
ActMttes coordinator/driver for group of
vlslti1g English teachers from Costa Rico;
February 13 - March 6. Must be responsible. mature, personable; 24 hour
corrmttment. $275.00/week + room/
board. program related expenses. F"9ase
· send resLme/cover1o: Sansone.AFT lnternat1onol Programs. 17r:tl. Magnolia Ave.
Sanford. Fl 32771.

Movi"lg sole* HOLIDAY Rambler 27' full
length awning, completely self~n
tolned $400); 77 CHEVY Impala Wagon.
350 CU. AT. PS. PB. wOO< car S380.
71
DA1SUN Roadster, 1600 CC. convertible,
new top S950 HOME & office supples
(chairs. desks). 9· colorT.V. ,slrccmero &
dork room outfit etc. etc. 366-8275

*

*

Share 2 story House W + D prov. $300.00/
mo. for all. 880-2510/644-2426 ask for Jula

*

Olds Cuttas supreme, 1976 Very dependable new ties, brakes and battery.
loaded. S925. Call Dien 275-0658.
1986 Honda CRX. Red 5spd. Air. stereo.
tint. 29kml $7800 291-2199 Iv. msQ. price
negotiable.
BOXERSll Made to Order
We wil personaflze. Use as gifts for any
occasion. sports. greel<. & holldoys.
$8.00foroneorS14.00 for two. Call Hlede
at x4871 or come by at 255 Volusia Hal

·

,,

the personal

::/T:=:~

Papeis. r&page

2 00
double-spoced/$3.00 single ($6.00 minimum -footnotes extra). Call Patsy Hunt

295-8555 da'! or nlglt.

:

-----------No Credit?
Get Visa® or MasterCard® Post credit no
problem call 365-8672.

FAST TYPING SERVICE

*

College Democrats
All Interested s1udents are Invited to the to
the next meeting of College Democrats.
Tues, 2/2, 7 p .m. In SC21 l electlons wUI be
held {really) more lnfe>-call Jenlfer-2754414

AA
Alcoholics Anonymous meets weekly
Thll'Sdays 1:00 p.m. Coll 281-5841 ACOA
meets. Wednesdays 3:00 p.m.

Welcome back Knights! A. Able Typing Is
Introdudng a frequent seMc:e program.
Save 20% by letting us do ol you typing.
Join O(NI and save. Coll about detoHs.
Quk::k professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Ffee revisions. Same day
crid weekend seNlces. VJso & Mooer
Card. Over l 6.700sotlsfledstudents and 4
gouches - 671-3002.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mlle from UCF Ca~·
All types of student documents. Sane day
service ovallable. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accu-ate

-

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Eorty Pregnancy Test
Morning-ofter treatment. Confldentlal •
Prtvate. woman-owned: A specie! approach to heolth core.
Birth Control Center '22-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Or1ondo

Engish setterw{Ton spots comes to Ollie or
Whistle If seen plea.. call 380-1646 or 6785926.
Found: Bog of marijuana at the lnterseotlon of Central Florida Blvd. ond Gemini.
Claim ot UCF police department. Contact Detecttve Sergeant Meeks x2A25.
Must have proper l.D.

FREE TUTORING for Cl.AST, MATH, EN GUSH.
& much more. Coll Student Acodemlc
ResolXce Center281{)130 or stop by PCl1r:tl..
Day and Evening hours avalk:Dle

•

Resumes and cover lett9f!

..

BASIC LEVa D&D CAMPAIGN Is seekhg
addltlonol players. Both experienced and
Inexperienced players ore welcome. Col
Dr. Deane. x5 l 52. or678-8237forforfurther
Information.

Professional We<d Processng
*student Discount*
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCEli.ENCE

Gary,

74(}(]227

Roses are red. violets are bk.Je. you're 19
now, and look good too.
Your chicken wing buddy,

Winter Par1< - lmmed. off 1-4
RtsUMtstTYPESETTING
Professional Lasertypesetttng. mmy
types of documents. Fast tunorOl.nd.
Klnko's Coples Across~ UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.

Stephanie

Rbsumes-Deslgled & spell checked on
LASER printer. SlO. Ccll 658-1163.
ABORTION SEIMCES. birth control lnf()(motlon. pregnaq tests and COU'\Se Ing
VD screening. low cost. coofldenttcl aerv
Ices aid general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florldo Women's
Health Orgontzatbn

In Goldenrod Rd - Colonial Area white

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Deslgned I Revised flyped-657~79

Attn. Dorrrites general electrlc t00$ter
oven great condition. S1a. Toostmoster
buffet range. only used once. $10. Call
Chris. 281-1462.

l

R
ports & resumes typed. s .

Notlmetocleanyouhome?CallUnda.1'11
doasuperjobl Reosonableratescall291-

students needed to clean homes. Hours
1o flt schedule. Coll 699-1636.

648-1866/lea:ve message.

rus
rlfl

TYP 1ng- n soc ce
ouchl 21 years experience. Perfection
tmy
speclalty Thesis expert call SUsle 2732

For sole 73 Lincoln Good condition excellent transportation $600.00 call Sim (6792012)/281-5797.

3 bds-2 baths. cathedral cellhgs, wal!<-i'l
closets. lots of storage. cleanl 282-54851

Want 1o get In shape. meet new people,
and leam self defense? UCF Moo Duk
KY/On Cllb (Korean Karate) now forming
beginning dosses. MWF nlgits-MPR. Call

Do 't

Call HID

obo cdl 282-3800.

1975 Dodge Dart 4 Door, clean. air, slant
six. new Tires. $600. 894-n34 before 10
p.m.

Spacious 2bd/2bth. with a l appUances.
lncludhg washer/dryer. Close to UCF 425/
month + securtty call 658-6386

to Sanford Airport. $375 m/o pl.ls deposit.
Call Gold star Realty or Fla .•Inc. Associate
#8n-3786.

~~i~~~~DI

9

Reosona~~ ~~ost ~~ service call

Nancy 0

Octa-Gym Personal RTNESS MACHINE S60

Close to UCF. Sussex place 3 bdrms 2
baths. spacious. $540 per month + $240
deposit call Mike 260-8618.

2 Bedroom. l bath cottage on Lake. c~

UCF Alkldo Club
Alkldo meets 7:00 M.W.F Sat 9:00 o .m. and
Sun l p .m. Leam comp:JSSJon and have
fun doing ltwhlle learning the most sophisticated self defense. Call 327-3524. 6791583, or 657-5155.

·

i

Top.Quality word proces.slng: expert
enced. editing. relloble. 366-0538.

-

TYPING. Fast. special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.
TERM PAPERS - Typed. spell checked
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163.
PROMPT TYPING - 25 years experience
Theses. manuscnpts. papers, etc. Experience In moth equations. 50¢ per page
doLble $pOC0. Vicinity East Colonial and
Alafaya Troll.Call 658-2067.

Bucko-roo Bob.
Why don't you get on you hOfS0 end see
me? I'm a lonely ti.rnbleweed.

Biff
Dear John,
Haven't heard from you lately. What did
you do. get a gi1 pregnoot? 0'11 believe
that when I see It). Well If you didn't. then
give me o coll. I miss you.
Mory

TF.
Keep up the good wO<lc. Stay ahead of
the game and you'll have your degree In
nottme.

OF
Roses are red. violets are blue. I keep all of
my money In a shoe.

Read the classifieds while listening to Slim Whitme;Jn
For infor.m otion on how to place a classified ad, stop by
The Central florida Future or Call Mike at 2.75-2601.
Sorry, but we won't be playing any Slim Whitman.
•
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CINEMA

$50 -

12255 U N I V E R S I T Y

ACROSS

FROM

Accomodates 10

277-1454
3 MEN & A BABY- PG

at 2: lD-4:10-6: 10-8: 10-10: 10

THE COUCH TRIP - R
at 2:00-4:00-6:00-6:00-10:00

MISSING IN ACTION Ill- R

RETURN OF THE LIVING

at 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05

DEAD· R
at 2: 15-4:15-6: 15-8:15-10: 15

THOU SHALT NOT KILL -R

OVERBOARD -PG
at 2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00

St~ John.'s River
Pontoon Boat Rental
A Day (gas extra)

• Visit Blue Springs State Park (30 min. trip)
- Nature Trail to Spring Boil
- See manatee in their winter home (Nov. - April)
- Swin in crystal clear spring water (constant 72° temp.)
- Picnic area

• Dock at Hontoon Island State Park (5 min.)
- Nature trail & picnic area
- 80 ft. obseNation tower

• See the many species of birds and wildlife
that abound along.the river.

HONTOON LANDING MARINA
2317 RIVER BRIDGE ROAD • DELAND, FL 32720
28 Miles From Daytona
1-800-248-2474 ,
734-2474
With This Ad Good Through f=eb. 28, 1988

-·
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United
Parcel
Service

l------iii111'*.........,.___.I

Part-Time Positions Available

United Parcel Service will
be accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
Excellent Pay - $8.00 an hour.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30
p.m. or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through
Friday workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

Please sign up for an interview in
the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.
UPS is an equal opportunity employer.

THE20TUSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
January

10th Session

21, 1988

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
(Number, Trtle, Description. Introducer, Committee Assignment)
BILLS

None
RESOLUTIONS

20- 7O Regarding the creation of an official Logo for the Twentieth
Anniversity of Student Government (Joseph, remains In SPR)

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS
20-09 Funding fo r Crumbacher Concert: This bill allocates $700.00 to
help defray the costs of a concert (reconsidered, passed 16-Y, 10-N)
20-73 Revising Statutes 901.1: This bill restructures the process to Issue
a Notification of Non-Compliance (Bowen, passed 21-Y, 2-N)
20-16 Senate Meeting nme: This bill changes the Senate meeting time
to Thursdays-@ 3:30 p.m. (Schmidt, reconsidered, failed 9-Y, 14-N, 2-AB)
RESOLUTIONS

None

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuessdays @4:00 In the University
Dining Room.

STUDENTS

•• Legislation In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

C&OFUNDING
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 In Office Supplies
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addlt1on. If your club wm be attending
a conference or convent1on it may be eligible for up to $500.00 to cover registration fees.
Either way, stop by the student Government Offices, SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds. or Travel Funds. Request Form.

If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any leglslation,
please contact JJ Mandato or
Dash Wendrzyk at x2191 or In SC
151.

SENATE COMMllTEES review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
~re descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:

OAF
C&O
WR
SP
EA

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon
requesting funding.
Mondays@ 5:00 pm. In the Senate Wt>rk Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Mondays @ 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. StaMes or Rules and
Procedures.
) ·
Thursdays @ 5:00 p.m.ln the Student Work Room
services and Publlc Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding leglslatlon which deals with Student Government
·
services, as well as Local, State. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Thursdays @ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all Student Government Appointments, and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election Statutes.
Thursdays @4:00 a.m. In the Senate Work Room

PR-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

V-Ves

N-No

Paid Advertisement

,·

ARTS & SCIENCES
John Porter
Klm DeVogel
Jim Worrall
Bob Truett
Dave Martinson
Diana Matty
Thomas Joseph
Scott Jenkins
Scott Bowen
Luis Rodriguez
Suzanne Loflin
BUSINESS
Jeff Raines
Mark Harris
Steve Bogolea
MattKallcak
Kim Mentlnk
OPEN SEAT
Chris Toutiklan
OPEN SEAT
Sean Greene
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
Kristen Luglnbuhl
OPEN SEAT
Diane Kearney
OPEN SEAT

ENGINEERING

P NNYP
y Ny p

p
P
p
L
L
P

NAB Y P
y y y p

y y y p
Y N - A
YABY P

P NYNP
p Ny y p
p y - - A
A - - - A
A -

p
A
p
p

- - A

y Ny p

- - - A
N y p
y Ny p

y

p N y y p
A -

- - A

p N y y p
L Y N - A

P NNYP

Bryan Martinez
Mike SUtton
Peter Partlow
Keny Cicora
Keith White
Jim Robinson
Jon Pohlers
HEALTH
Sharon Sammaro
Sylvia Kelley
LIBERAL STUDIES
OPEN SEAT
Brad Griffith
AT-LARGE
.
Dash Wendrzyk
BREVARD
OPEN SEAT
DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLAN DO
Michelle Romar

A - - - ·A

A-Absent

l-late

A-

A

p y y y p
p N y y p

P NNYP
p y y y p

P YNNP
p - - - A
p y Ny p
p y

Ny

p

p y N• y p

P NNYP

P-Present

E-Excused
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.~~SUNGLASSES
I

I
I
I

I
I

I

I

1
1

20/20 Eyecare Center will give you FREE, one pair
of s.v. plastic prescription sunglasses when you
purchase your regular pair of complete eyeglasses or contact lenses.
Eye examinations on the premesls or bring your prescription.
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT l.D.
Not valid with other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes solid color tint
Choose from selected frames - No Substitutes

!
I
I.
I
I

I
I

-1
I

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park

1
1

L--~~~~~-~~~L2~t~---~

NSlQn "Sonny• Nguyen/CENTRAL FLOOOA FUTURE

NICE STROKE
UCF's Julie Fisher was the only Lady Knight to win her singles match against Rollins over the
weekend. Fisher won 6-4, 6-3.

IM.ES
r

-

I

THIS WEEK IN THE SruaNT AcTMnEs CENTER
Feb. 2 6:00 PM

College Bowl Finals
Feb. 3·

Dancing
'"

Feb. 4 8:00 PM

Comedy Laugh Off
Feb. 5
T.G~~.F. Party
50¢ HOTDOGS & 50¢ DRAFTS

Feb. 7 9:00 PM
-?

M~vie

''Dirty Dancing''

Feb. 8 7:00 & 9:00 PM

Movie "Less Than Zero"

le
Drug Awareness

Feb. 7
~9:00 PM

•
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The CLAST... will you pass?
Get help with
Getting Ready for the CLAST

•

Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
·
you need help and you'll get the help you need .
~
Ask for It at your bookstore.

•

L

H&H Publishing Company, Inc .

•

4

OPEN EARLY
OPEN LATE

•

Kinko's business day starts early and ends
late, so we're here when you need us most!

r;~;~;;;"-' 1
IIDIDJ (g~lli~
)f(Q)IDJ~

! ~~&1f!ID~l11f

l

~~ \i

~~ ·:1

Great copies. Great people.
12223 University Blvd.

127 W. Fairbanks

(corner University & Al1f1y1 Trill)

At Park Ave.

6~8-9518

628-5255

ARENT
:
t

•

Michciel O'Shaughnessy!I
INC .

••,s..a·+·'.,..#!F..~.....r+·s..;~,...=,..,1~...g"'•~a~,u. . •

411 N.Park Avenue, Winter Park

628-4478
We \Vould like to
say thank you
to

our top
production
·person in 1987
with over
$3,000,000 in
sales.

.,,

,

YOU
WORTH
IT?

;:
:;

;.

.:
i:'
<

.A

:_~-;··· .•• ..-

_) :

'·'""·"' ,...., ·r.·

'.:...:.::._ ,............ ..- '-""- ;"

'.-Y.-':·":S".,..·:::.:.

;:_1.-.~· ~ ....~;;~~

SWOOSH
Guard Chris Wallen and the rest of the men's basketball team
begin a two game homestand tomorrow, when UCF hosts
Brooklyn at 7:30 p.m. The Knights take on Monmouth Saturday
at 8 p.m .
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SCHMIDT

and the different
rules."
FROM PAGE 16
Schmidt's biggest
thrills have been
setting the UCF reSchool Students.
bounding record for
Girls basketball in Iowa is played differently one game and being
than in Florida, with three offensive and three named to the alldefensive players on each team. The offensive tournament team of
players stay on the side of their basket while the the UCF Holiday
defense has to stay on the side of the court they Classic, which her
are defending, making it a three on three game. entire family atSchmidt, an offensive player in high school, had tended. In her final
several adjustments upon entering college and year, Schmidt has
playing regular basketball.
but one goal.
"Since there was not any running in high
"I just want the team to win. We are playing
school I had to getin shape," said Schmidt. "But well and we will start winning. People should
the biggest adjustmeri.ts were playing defense come see us play."

fi .Heaven
Don't Take vOUrOrgans TO Heavenl I
Knovvs V\e Need Them I-Jere.
I
~

•

.

1

•

Make t e

respo~sible

choice.
Drinking and getting behind the wheel risks your
life and the lives of others
on the road. Driving in
Florida is a privilege, not a
right. Enjoy it responsibly.

To help you und(:r t3 nd the.: new tax law, the IR
h3s t \ o new pubhcau ns. Publication 920 explatn
changes affcccing md iv1du3) and Publica tion
921 l·xpbi n chJngcs affccring businc scs. Borh arc
free. Ask for one ac any IRS office or call che IR
Tax Form number m your phone.: book.

SPRING BREAK SIZZLES AT DAYTONA BEACH. concerts,
games, parties. exhibitions. freebies, golf, tennis, jaJ alai,
greyhound racing, great nightlife and the best beaches in
Florida. It all happens In the Daytona Beach resort area, the
Spring Break Capital of the Universe!
Pack your car, hop on a tour bus or catch a flight on Delta,
Eastern, American , Continental or Piedmont. A travel agent
can make all the arrangements at no added charge . So, Cll
800-854-1234
more In
n.

,. . . . . . . R

O.ytona llMeh on . . _ , . _

Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company,
AMember of
Mears Transportation Group

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••
••
••
••
•
••

Student Government's

••

••
•
••

••
••
•

••
••
•

••
••
••
That's right . Student Government provides
••
•• you with free use of typewriters so you can drum
•• µp great looking homework. Typewriters are
•• located in the Student Government Offices and
•• are open from 9 AM - 11 PM, Monday - Thurs•
•• day, 9 AM - 9 PM Friday & 5 PM - 11 PM
•
•• Sunday. March right down and take advantage
•
• of your Student Government Services.
••

••
••
••
••
•••
••

"

••
••
••
•

STUDENTS

·

SERVING

STUDENTS
~~

•••
••
••
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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·Davis sounds like every coach's nightmare
Hey Jeff Davis, who needs you anyway?
In case you missed it, Davis, the colorful captain of
the men's tennis team, gave some insight Thursday
on how he will guide the tennis team with his leader10 ship this season. The team can't miss with Davis. The
fifth year senior surely will raise the team out of the
doldrums and into the limelight.
"I don't even want UCF on my uniform," Davis
• said. "I'm not playing for UCF. I've been here for five
years and I haven't seen anything as far as proper
funding. So, I really don't care."
What a gem of a leader. Coaches everywhere
should be envious of first year UCF coach Mike
DeFranco. He can't miss with Davis as captain. What
a guy. What a team player.
• What an idiot.
Davis described his four years of tennis at UCF as
"hell." If it was hell, then why didn't you get the hell
~ out. Unfairly, he chastised Athletic Director Gene
McDowell for what you called improper funding.
But in a way, Jeff and I aren't so different. We both
want things we can't have. Personally, I'd like to be
c the father of Heather Locklear's children and make
$75,000 a semester as sports editor of the Future. But
the editor in chief can't see his way to the raise and
• Heather won't return my calls. So I make do with
what I have. And so should you, Jeff.
..

20,000-plus fans to Orlando stadium to see our football team. The post-season playoff games had fans·
waiting in lines. That's 20,000 paying fans helping to
chip away at the budget. There probably haven't been
20,000 fans combined to see tennis in the history of
the program. If tennis :was a money-maker, I'm sure
McDowell wouldn't hesitate to put the money there.
Once the budget is gone, and continual steady
McDowell is just what we need here. He inherited progress is being made, then sports like tennis will
a $1 million debt when he took over as AD and has get a larger piece of the pie. Until then, some teams
made unreal progress. He hasn't dug us into a hole, have to suffer. It's unfortunate, but .it's reality. Tenbut rather he's digging us out of a sinkhole.
nis isn't the first to suffer.
"Welcome to UCF, Gene. Here's your office, your
If you want unfair, how about the wrestling team
desk and that $1 million deficit. By the way, some from a few years back. It had to go just because it cost
teams are going to bitch, but do what you can."
too much to send the team out of state. And there
He didn't sit there and whine about his situation. were no in-state teams left for UCF to compete with.
Instead, he is patiently unwinding the mistakes
Other sports have had to work with a miniscule
others made before him. The debt came with the job budget as well, but ifyou look around, many have had
and McDowell is turning the iceberg into an ice cube. winning ~uccess on the Division I level. They've made
But it's going to take time and money. Welcome to the best of their situation.
college athletics, Jeff, the higher institution where
You, as a UCF athlete, are fortunate to have a
money talks. McDowell, the athletic director, has man like McDowell in your comer. He's doing everybeen unfairly criticized before because he is also thing he can to make this athletic program go.
McDowell, the football coach. Football receives the
You should consider yourself lucky in many ways,
largest chunk of the budget because it is the largest Jeff. You're playing a Division I sport for a respectmoney-maker.
able university. Even ifit is hell, I'd trade places with
During the football season, some games attracted you in an instant.

To help you understand the new
tax 1....,. rh
s rwo new
publtcmons. P ublication 920
explains changes affecting

ms ....

individuals and P ublicatio n 921

expk=·· =::l-~ - o-= ' 'fe::cmg

Leam Riii am CPR.

busine ses. Both are free. Ask for
one at auf :::-.: o;::cc or call che
IRS Tax Forms number in your
phone ~oc.:... r=.;::::;r;:~;=:iF.;::;

_"'

_

_...._,,,,_,..

Wednesday,
February 3rd

1·

)

• 7:30 P.M. IN THE UCF GYM•

~m~

Rollins beats UCF
over weekend

-· A spring
hat trick
for soccer

UCF lost to Stetson in season opener
by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDrTOR

The Lady Knights tennis
team began the 1988 season
the same way they ended the
1987 season. UCF lost to Stetson last week winning only two
of nine matches.
The previou.S year, the Lady
Knights lost to Stetson five
matches to four in the finals of
the New South Women's Athletic Conference championship.
This weekend,
UCF
dropped nine matches to host
Rollins.
Against Stetson, UCF's No.
2 player, Julie Fisher, won 6-4,
6-3.
"I didn't play number two
last year," Fisher said, "and
that's a pretty good spot for
me. I'd like to win conference,
but I don't feel my chances are
real good yet because I haven't
played all the competition."
The Lady Knights also won
a doubles match with No. 4
Dana Cooke and No. 6 Jamie
McNamee, who won 6-2, 6-3.
UCF failed to win the other
matches partly because of illness of two players, Sam Osterman, the No. 5 player and
Ede Dulce, the No. 3 player,
who both had the flu.
Coach Kathy Pell said she is
confident her team can come
back, despite losing its first
match to conference rival Stet...
son. "We need some more practice and our girls need to get
over their sicknesses."
UCF's top player, Edda
Dulce, Ede's older sister, lost
0-6, 0-6. Dulce said she could
have beaten her opponent,
Mandy Stoll, despite the lop-

sided loss.
"I didn't do to well today,"
the older Dulce said. "This is
my senior year, and I want to
do really well. Right now, since
we play everybody twice, we
will get a second chance at
Stetson at conference."
Against Rollins, the Lady
Knights moved Fisher up to
the top spot because the older
·
Dulce had to sit out a dual
meet for missing a practice.
Fisher was the only player
in the six singles matches who
stayed with her opponent, losing 3-6, 4-6 to Amanda Tate.
Fisher said it was unusual
having her teammates look on
while she still had a chance to
upset Tate. "It wasn't the pressure of playing in the number
one position," she said. "It was
the pressure of playing at
Rollins.
"They have a very good tennis reputation. But I think I
could have beaten her because
that was my one chance. I definitely wanted it. I could have
gen
ny gvyen/CENTAAL FLORIDA FUTURE
won. This was my second loss. UCF's Ede Dulce serves one up over the weekend at Rollins
The first loss, I gave it away. College. The Lady Knights dropped all nine matches.
This one, I played my best and
she beat me."
The women came within a stay with any team in the state have four returning players
couple of points from winning except second-ranked Florida from last year's te'lm, Fisher,
a match in one of the three and fifth-ranked Miami.
the Dulce sisters and Cooke.
doubles matches when the
She also said UCF's players
Buckley did say that UCF
team of McN amee and Kelly need more conditioning. "It could win its conference tourHolmes lost to Christina Vita seems to me that some of nament trus year. "I would
and Kristi Nielson, 6-3, 6-7, 6- [UCF's] girls are not in as good think UCF would be able to do
8, 1-6.
a shape as they could be," said something, assuming everyPell said losing overwhelm- Buckley, whose team trained body stays healthy.
ingly to Rollins is not a setback . during the fall.
"But they all need to slow
for the Lady Knights. "This
UCF also got off to a slow down and play more steady.
helps," she said, oflosing to the start in recruiting because They've got to stay within
stronger Rollins program. "It Pell, who was the No. l player themselves. They're over-hitchanges our players and last year, was not hired as the ting the ball. My girls hit the
makes them play their best."
student assistant coach until ball hard, and UCF tried to hit
The Rollins coach, Beverly June.
it harder which was a misBuckley, said her team can
However, the Lady Knights take."

Men now 3-0 with
victory over Gators
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Despite a lackluster performance, the UCF men's soccer team won its third game of ·
its schedule in as many outings with a 3-2 victory over the
University of Florida Sunday.
"I am really disappointed,"
said Coach Jim Rudy. "All our
weak spots were mental.
"We messed up basic positioning and gave up a free kick
for a goal."
Ryan Palmisano scored two
goals as UCF jumped out to a
quick lead. The first came
seven minutes into the game
from six yards out off of an "
assist by Faul Innerarity.
At the 21-minute mark,
Palmisano made it 2-0 on a,
score from an Ian Gill pass.
Gill upped the lead to three,
scoring on a left flank serve
from Innerarity.
Florida's goals came just
before and after the half. UCF
held on, however, to record the
win.
"Florida adjusted well in
the second half," said Rudy.
"Our fitness is not good.
"All our decisions were
emotional rather than tactical."
,,
Rudy has been disappointed
with the last two performances, against an Ethiopian
team and now Florida.
"I thought we had solved the
problems from the Ethiopian
game but we have not," said ,
Rudy. "I feel like I have wasted
two games."

•

When Schmidt is hot, so are courtly Lady Knights
"I still need to be more consistent though like
Anita
[Terlecky]
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
is. Right now I am a sporadic player."
Schmidt, a Melvin, Iowa, native, came to
For Marni Schmidt, the future is now.
UCF last year when former coach Nancy Little
"I can't wait until next year, " said the 6-0 recruited her from an AAU team while spendsenior forward. "We can do things this year but ing the summer in Florida. Schmidt played two
we need to want to win as a team."
years for Missouri-St. Louis where she led the
Schmidt's comments seem to echo the senti- team in rebounding. Her junior year she gave
ment of the entire UCF women's basketball up her scholarship ~d enrolled at Iowa State
team. Sure, it is a rebuilding year for first year but did not play.
coach Beverly Knight's team. But just because
Upon coming to UCF, Schmidt was forced to
sit out due to NCAA transfer rules. When Little
you're rebuilding doesn't mean you can't win.
Schmidt and her teammates have already left, Schmidt was not concerned except for the
tasted victory more times than last years 3-23 fact that it took a while to name a replacement.
"The only thing that bothered me was that
squad. The team has played well since the
Holiday Classic and it is no coincidence that at they waited until after school started in the fall
the same time Schmidt has emerged as a force. to hire coach Knight," said Schmidt. "I was
Schmidt set a school record with 22 rebounds getting re~dy for my final season and wonderand added 20 points in a victory over Cheyney ing who my coach would be."
At Hartley-Melvin Community High School,
State J an.16. Four·nights later, Schmidt scored
27 points and grabbed 13 rebounds in a 93-82 she was a five-sport athlete, lettering in basketloss to Miami in which she made 13 ofl 7 shots ball, volleyball, soft.ball, track and golf. She was
received honorable mention in all-state volleyfrom the field.
"Marni had a slow start and is just now ball and basketball and all-region in softball.
showing her capabilities," Knight said. "She is Schmidt averaged 27 points and 12 rebounds as
coming into her own and it is a great time of the a senior and batted over .400 in softball.
Schmidt, an accounting major, was equally
season for that.
adept in the classroom where she graduated
"Marni just needed to be more confident."
"I talked with coach Knight about what I third in her class from high school. She was a
needed to work on," said Schmidt of her recent member of the National Honor Society and
success. "I had to position myselfbetter and box listed in Who's Who Among American High
out on rebounding and concentrate more on my
SEE SCHMIDT PAGE 14
shot.
by Chris Brady

Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.;

Marni ,Shcmidt holds the school record for rebounding In a
game with 22.
·

